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CONSIDERATION OF DYNAMIC LOADS ON THE W3RTICAL
FLAT YAWING MANEUVERS
By Jon- BOSHAR and PHILIP DAVIS
TAIL BY THE THEORY OF
SUMMARY
~namic yawing efect8 on vertical-tail bad8 are mneidered
by a tlwoy of jai yawing maneutx?r8. A comparison I%8houm
between computed load8 and the tid8 meawwed in jlight on a
Jghter airplane.
l%e dynamic effects were inw-stigated on a lqrge jlying boat
for both an abrupt rudder deflection and a sinusoidal rudder
dejlation. Only a moderate amount oj control deflection UW8
found to be nece8sary to attain the ultimate cleeign load on the
tail. In order to take into account dynamic effect8 in decign,
8peeification8 of yawing maneuverability or control movement
are needed.
INTRODUCTION
The current use of semiernpirical spectications for the
determination of critical loads on the vertical ta.iI of air-
planes and the acknowledged inadequacies of this procedure
have led to a great deaI of intereat in the theoretical ap-
proach to the problem. The equations of lateral motion of
an airplane are well known (see, for example, reference 1); ‘
but because of the inability to obtain accurate values of the
lateral stability derivatives the amount of Iabor invoIvwl in
effecting the computations has made impracticable the
application of the compIet e theory to the taiI-loads problem.
The important dynamic aspect of verticaI-taiI loads thus is
entirely absent from current specifications.
The purpose of the present paper is to consider dynamic
yawing loads on the basis of a restricted theory. With the
restriction of fiat yawing maneuvers the loads on the vertical
t aiI that arise from abrupt deflections of the rudder or from
suddenly imposed moments from any source may be de-
termined. The loads were computed for a fig%ter airplane
for which loads measured in flight -were ava-iIabIe, and, as
evidence of the utflity of the restricted theory, the computed
and measured Ioads were compared. The importance oi
considering dynamic effects in the design of vertical tail
surfaces is shown by computations made for a Iarge flying
boat undergoing an abrupt rudder deflection and a sinusoidal
rudder deflection.
METHOD AND RESULTS
In the calculations, the theory of flat yawing maneuva
was adopted. The principal assumption of this theory is
that the motion of the airpIane resulting from a deflection
of the rudder is confined entirely to the pIane of yaw-. This
assumption impliee low effective dihedral and may be used
for most conventional airplanes. The mathemat,icaI details
of the theory, a list of the basic assumptions, and definitions
of the symbols used herein are given ‘h the appendix. The
resulting method is as simple as the method now specified
for the calculation of loads on the horizontal tail. The
method accounts for chmges in the efiectivo angle of attack
of the vertical tail and thereby enables the chord load dis-
tribut ion to be ca.Iculated for dynamic conditions.
Fighter airplane,-l?igure 1 prwents time histories of the
rudder deflection, transverse acceleration, and incremental
tail load during an abrupt rudder deflection for a low-wing
single-engine fighter airplane. The measured tail-load varia-
tion was derived, from pressure-distribution data and the
transverse acceleration was taken from accelerometer
records. The measured data are shown for a power-on
condition at 6000 feet and an airspeed of 200 miles per hour.
7Zme, sec
Remix 1.—Compar4aonci calculatedand mamuradtall Ioadaduringmddar deflectionon
5ghterairplane.
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The measured variation of rudder angle with time was used
as the forcing function in computing the theoretical tran~
verse accelemtion and incremental tail Ioad. The aero-
dynamic and geometric parame.t.ers used in the computations
and the source or the method by which they were obtained
are given in table I. Wind-tunnel data were used wherever
possible; when these data were not available, reascmable
values were assigned.
Flying boat,—Calculations were mtxde of the ~erticaI-taiI
Ioad that would be imposed on a four-engine flying boat.
The loads were computed for the following two elementary
TABLE I.—GEOMETRIC AND AEFtOD~NAMIC
PARAMETERS USED IN COMPUTATIONS
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types of rudder deflection: an instantaneous deflection 10 rI
constant value and a sinusoidal deflection of a frequency
that wouId maximize the final built-up value. of the load.
The instantaneous rudder deflection simulates the cent.rol
motion that may be used by the pilot after an engine failure.
The oscillating rudder deflection corresponds to a E&tail
maneuver. Both rudder deflections and the loads arising
from them are shown in figures 2 tmd 3. The tail loads arc
plotted in pounds per degree of instanttmcous rudder or
pounds per degree amplitude of oscillating rudder. Fairly
extensive .wind-turmel data were available for this airplane,
and the parametem used are given in table I. The compu-
tations .svere carried out for a power-off condition at sea level
and an airspeed of 300 feet per second.
In addition to the total maneuver load, the load anfl dis-
tribution on each surface of the vertical tail must bc known
for purposes of design. For the t“mws indicated in figures 2
and 3, which give rise to critical loacis on the rudder, fin, and
total surface, chord load clistribut ions have been computed
for the flying boat by the method and charts of refmmcc 4.
The chord load distributions are presented in figure 4. The
distribution in figure 4 (a) is that tiesociated with the rudder
deflectdin a zero-yaw condition. Figure 4 (b) is for a con-
dition of high angle of attack of the vert.ical tail and largo
opposite rudder deflection. Figure 4 (c) is for a high angle
of attack and small rudder deflection. All types of chord
Timel sec
FIGIXIE8.–CalerdatW tdI load and trrmemme~oadfader duringflehtrdlmancuw on lingo
5ylng boat.
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FIGURE4.-Chord load distributionover typleal wation of rartfealtatl of flying brd.
Ioad distribution specified in present design requirements
have been taken into account by these distributions; figure
4 (b) corr=ponds to the balancing-load condition and figure
4 (c) corresponds to the gust-load condition.
DISCUSSION
The agreement obtained between the measured and com-
puted loads for the fighter airpkme is good. SimiIar com-
pmisons made for the horizontal tail of a number ,of vridely
d~erent airplanes (reference 5), however, indicate that even
-with the most accurate values of pmameters currentIy avail-
able, such close agreement of rwzdts cannot in general be
expected. The availability of accurate vaIues for the pa-
rameters involved in the equations of lateral motion seems
to be on par with the availability of those used in the calcu-
lation of the loads on the horizontal taiI (reference 6), and
the present method is believed to provide load magnitudes
that will be accurate enough for structural anaIysis.
The magnitude of the load resulting from an inst an-
taneous deflection of the rudder is considerably geater
than the magnitude in the final steady state, which corre-
sponds to static conditions. This difference is shown for
the flying boat. inasmuqh W, when clynamic effects are con-
sidered (fig. 2), an insta-ntmwous deflection of approximate ely
15° is necessary in order to reach the ultimate design load
obtained from current spec-iflcations; whereas when only the
static conditions are considered, ”a rudder deflection of 33°
wouId be necessary to reach this value. A more critical
condition is that corresponding to the attainment of the
ultimate design load for each surface of the vertical tail.
A consideration of the critical chord load distribution (figs.
4 (a) and 4 (b) ) indicates that a deflection of 13° is necessary
to cause failure of the rudder aIthough a deflection of only 10°
is necessary to cause failure of the fi.
b oscillating rudder deflection of small amplitude causes
large loads that are reached in a short time. The rudder
motion necessary to maximize the load is very moderate
because of the low naturaI frequency of the airplane. One
cycle executed in 8 seconds is sufhient to raise the load on
the vertical tail surfaces to 2400 pounds per degree (fig. 3).
b amplitude of ordy about 9° would therefore be necessary
to cause failure of the tail with this type of deflection. The
initial cycle of a fishtail maneuver may be considered as a
rudder revereal and its critical nature is shown by the fRct.
that 86 percent of the load corresponding to final resonance
is attained with only 1 cycle of rudder motion.
The Iarge difference in the values of the ma.-.-imum Ioads
for the two cases considered indicates c.karly the import ante
of the type of controI-surface deflection. The importance
of the type of control-surface deflection is recognized for the
horizontal-tail load, and present requirements specify a
standard elevator deflection to be used in combination with
the airplane V-n diagram for computing critical loads ___,
(reference 7). A need is seen to exist for such a diagram for
the vertical tail or for specifications of what is required of the _.
airplane in regard to yawing maneuverability.
CONCLUSIONS
From a consideration ‘of the dynamic yawing effects on
vertical-tail loads the following conclusions are indicated: .____
1. When dynamic effects are considered, only a moderate
amount of control deflection is necessary to reach the ulti-
mate design load of the vertical tail surfacw of the flying
boat.
2. The theory of flat yawing maneuvers provides a method
for investigating dynamic loads on the verticaI tail.
3. In order for theoretical developments to provide a :
method for the determination of critical loads on the vertical
tail, they must be accompanied by specification of the
yawing maneuverability that is required of the airplane.
LANGLEY 31 EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., March 15, 1946.
APPENDIX *
DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR FLAT YAWING MANEUVERS
The foIIowing symbols are used:
airplanew eight, lb
airplane mass, slugs
gross wing area, sq ft
vertical-tail area, sq ft
wing span, ft
radius of gyration of airplane about yaw axis, ft
distance from center of gravity of airplane to
aerodynamic center of vertical tail (negative
for conventional airplanes), ft
true airspeed, ft/sec
density of air, slugs/cu ft
dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft
tail efficiency factor” {qJq)
force perpe.ndicukr to relative wind, lb
yawing moment, ft-lb; tail off
lateral-force coefficient (Y/@)
yawing-moment coef6cient (lV/@); tail off
sidealip angle (angle of plane of symmetry with
relative wind), radians
flight-path angle (see *. 5) with respect to air-
plane heading at start of maneuver, radians
angle of yaw, radians (—p+t)
sIope of lift curve for vertical tail, per radian
rate of change of verticaI-t,ail lift coefficient with
rudder deflection, per radian
reIative rudder effectiveness
incremental angle of attack at vertical tail,
radians
rudder angle measured from trim, radians
rate of change of sidcwash angle with angle of
sideslip
empirical damping coeftlcient
constants occurring in basic clifferentid equation
(defined in equations (5))
The parameters dQJd@ and dc/dP are equal to –dC,/d+
and —da/d# as presented in wind-tunneI reports. The
parameter dCY/d@ is equal to –dCY/d# after dCY/d+ has been
referred to the cross-tid axis. .-
In the development of the equations the following assump-
tions are made:
(1) The airplane is initially ’~ steady, power-off flight.
(2) IQo changes in speed occur during the maneuver.
(3) No changes in altitude occur.
(4) No rolling or pitching occ~.
(5) The lateral-stability derivatives are linear func-
tions of the angle of sideslip.
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With these assumptions the equations for the yawing motion
become analogous to the equations for the pitching motion.
The development of the equations parallels that given in
reference 6 for the equations for an elevator deflection, and
for this reason only the essential details will be indicated
herein,
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Equating normal forces and yawing moments to their respective accelerations results in the two conditions
(1) -
(2)
From figure 5,
#=l?+(-B) (3)
Combining equations (1) and (2) by use of equation (3) results in the following second-order differential equation:
l+ Kd+K#=K*3(t) (4)
where ti(t) is the time history of the rudder deflection and
For an arbitrary forcing functton ~(t], DuhameI’s integral
method described in references 6 and 7 may be used to
salve equation (4). For linear forcing functions or forcing
functions made up of linear segments, the method suggmted
in reference 8 may be empIoyed.
The incremental vertical taiI load AL, is obtained from
(6)
where the effective taiI angle of attack ALY,is given by
Act,=
[(
du C?CYPS X,
---)+fG-a+G)d‘7)–pl+@+~2m+
and the load factor perpendicular to the flight path An ~ is
given by
(8)
If solutions are required for a number of speeds, it may be
convenient to introduce as a nondimensional independent
t
variable t’ =7 where r= *T” The nondimensional spring
constants K’ will then be independent of the speed and will
be given by
K1’=K,T
KZ’ =KST2
1
(9)
~’=~,’
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